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The PADI Rescue Diver Course is both physically and mentally challenging but is described
by divers as one of the most rewarding and confidence building PADI courses to take! The
PADI Rescue Diver Course
will teach you to look beyond yourself and consider the safety and wellbeing of other divers and
will prepare you to prevent problems, and in the event, to manage dive emergencies efficiently
and effectively.

The PADI Rescue Diver Course will broaden your perspective on considering the needs of
other divers. As a
PADI Rescue Diver you'll be trained to
prevent and manage problems, sharpen your observation skills to help others avoid problems.
This course is divided into three sections: Knowledge Development, Skill Development and
Practical Application. All three sections will be completed under the professional supervision
and guidance of your PADI Instructor. Training covers the following: Prevention, Diving First
Aid, Management, Equipment Considerations, Assisting and Rescue Procedures.

The PADI Rescue Diver Course prepares you to respond to diving emergencies with life
saving skills.

The PADI Rescue Diver Course is your first step beyond purely recreational diving and is
required to become a Master Scuba Diver, the highest non-professional qualification. This
course is also a pre-requisite for Divemaster training and beyond.

Are There Any Prerequisites?

Anyone 12 years of age and over, with reasonable levels of fitness, medically fit to dive and is
water confident. Divers with a keen sense of fun and adventure are perfect candidates. You
must be certified as an Advanced Open Water or Junior Advanced Open Water Diver and have
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completed and logged 20 dives or more. Certificate in first aid, must include CPR, completed
within past three years.

How Long Does It Take?

The total course time is four full days, the structure of those tailored to suit your needs.

How Much Does It Cost?

The PADI Rescue Diver Course costs $460 per person. Group discounts on application.

What Is Included?
- PADI Rescue Diver Crew Pack (Manual, Log Book, Accident Management Work Slate,
Certificate)
- Theory Instruction, Skill Development and Practical Application completed under the
professional supervision and guidance of your PADI Instructor
- PADI Certification Card and Wall Certificate

What Do I Need To Bring?
- A full set of dive gear including compass. Can be hired from us at $70 for complete
course.
- PADI Rescue Diver Crew Pack
- Swimmers and Towel
- Lunch
- Hat and Suntan Lotion
- A big smile!

How Do I Sign Up?
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Call Action Divers or drop by and book your place on the next available course. A $150 deposit
secures your place. You will receive your crew pack and can begin your course immediately by
doing your self study. Read your manual and complete the knowledge reviews. Courses are
held regularly based on demand.
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